M A K I N G D R E A M S C O M E T RU E
SINCE 1924

MG:
THE INDIA
CHAPTER
A million speeding lines, a 96-year-old legacy, and our fingers on the pulse
of innovation. We are a British fashion icon but also pop culture’s best
mate. We’re MG. A 96-year-old startup. Why a startup? Because we
were founded in a garage called ‘Morris Garages’ in 1924 by William
Morris. Today, we are a future-forward brand. In India, the MG chapter
started with the launch of the MG Hector - India’s first Internet Car.
Following Hector’s tremendous success, we launched the MG ZS EV India’s first Pure electric Internet SUV.
We’ve built the MG India ideology on 4 principal pillars – Innovation,
Experiences, Diversity and most importantly, Communities. The MG
Communities, its people and their spirit of togetherness is what defines
us. Here’s the MG India family sharing their stories of MG.
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DELHI NCR

HELLO
MG!
WELCOME TO
MG FAMILY.

Hector is a wonderful car!
My family and I really liked the i-Smart feature. I
have two kids and this feature helps track the car
if someone else is driving the kids. My kids also
really like the big sunroof.

CUSTOMER STORIES

Mahesh Kumar

When MG was launched in India, I had doubts
about the car but I still booked it before seeing
it. However all my doubts were clarified when I
visited the MG showroom. I remember, I asked
the salesperson about safety, and he took the
time to demonstrate and explain the safety
features like 3-rod doors etc. My doubts were
cleared as safety is always my priority.

Mayank Rana

When MG came to India, it seemed like it
would be a great challenge for them to
compete in the Indian Automobile Market. But
when the prices of Hector were announced
and the prices of its AMC revealed, we were
so happy to see it dominate the market. All
the best to MG!

Satendra Singh
MG Hector is one of best SUV cars in India
right now. I own a hybrid Petrol Sharp variant,
the engine power is awesome and the cabin is
very quiet. The riding comfort and the features
are best in the class. It has great luggage space
and panoramic sunroof which provides a great
view. The safety features are world class. It is a
perfect vehicle for a family which is easy to drive
in city and fun on the highways.

Rahul Das

MG Hector has a beautiful built quality and is
very safe with 6 airbags. I am using Hector
since past one month and found it to be a very
comfortable vehicle.

Ravindra Pratap Singh

Excellent built quality, design of interior is good,
very neatly laid out, the fit and finish is
extremely good. Extremely spacious and
insulated cabin. Safety is also given a top
priority. Hector is very comfortable, absorbs
bumps beautifully. DCT is a little slow on
downshifts and is focused more on comfort
than an enthusiastic drive (engine doesn't like
being rushed), but is powerful and has a linear
power delivery. Service plans are excellent and
tension free. Overall a very reliable and value
for money SUV

Mandeep Singh Juneja

MG Hector is a big and bold SUV. We really
liked the bold grill, panoramic sunroof, music
system and most importantly the huge screen.
What else does one need in a car.

Sunil Gupta
MG Hector is awesome. This is a complete family car
and each member of my family likes different aspects
of the Hector. My brother likes its power and bold
muscular looks, my son likes the 10.4 inch screen and
driving comfort. Its AMC package is a complete
peace of mind for me. I don’t think any other car
would have given such peace.

Anurag Garg
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Owning MG Hector is like owning a Dream Machine.
When you are on the road, people turn round to
stare. This feeling makes me proud. I own MG Hector
DCT Sharp and have already driven 14000 km in 8
months. During this period, I got my Hector serviced
3 times at MG Faridabad Service Center and every
time it feels like coming to my own personal service
center. All the staff, technicians and manager greeted
me well and took care of each and every single thing
for my MG . I am seriously obliged with the
outstanding high class service MG is providing. Thank
you MG!!

Eshant Jain
MG Hector is a car which provides complete
driving comfort. We found AI based voice
commands the most comfortable feature, which
can control AC, music, sunroof and navigation. Also,
driver seat adjustment, steering adjustment can be
done without any driving distractions. For me,
overall Hector is a complete package of comfort. It
really is a Human Thing.

Salman Khan

I am glad that Morris Garages has such a
brilliant staff working for them. MG staff has
amazing product command and knowledge and
are very well behaved. They not only sold the
car, but made my purchase a memorable
experience. Looking forward to an amazing
experience and association with Morris Garages
India. I would recommend, anybody who wants
to go with an SUV, to try MG Hector.

Swati Seth

We researched about MG and found the
market reviews positive. We compared it to
KIA as well, but after thorough research,
we finally purchased the MG Hector. It is a
very spacious car with good legroom space
and provides a good road grip for a
comfortable driving experience.

Puneet Bali

I don't need to talk much about it, the brand
legacy speaks for itself. I really like the panoramic
sunroof, the infotainment system and spacious
legroom of my MG Hector.

I would like to put it on record, that my entire
experience with my new MG Hector has been
simply fantastic and awesome. The entire staff at
the Flagship showroom is tremendously
competent and professional. They deserve a
praise for all their efforts. My special and
sincere thanks to Mr. Gaurav Kohli for his out
of the way assistance and help. He deserves an
applause for the dedication and unflinching
support provided to us and with all his
customers. MG’s excellent staff made our
experience fabulous.

Nikhil Kapoor

Harvendra Diwan

HELLO
MG!
WELCOME TO
MG FAMILY.

I would like to thank MG Gurgaon for
their efforts in getting my Hector
delivered on the desired date and time,
as my son was leaving for the UK the same
day. Appreciate their sincerity and
professionalism.
MG Hector has perfect look, size and that too
at a very competitive price. My dealership has
proactive approach. Overall, I am very happy.

Amit Kakde

Anil Kumar Sharma

I-Smart is an amazing technology, this is the first time
I have experienced this in any car in India. With it I
have the control of the car on my mobile phone with
50+ connected features. I am able to lock the car and
unlock it with just a click on my mobile phone! It feels
amazing using the app. I can also find where my car is
parked. Thanks to MG for developing such a user
friendly app which makes me feel more connected
with my car all the time.

MG Hector is excellent to handle, unbeatably
spacious with luxurious leather upholstery and
infinity music system. Just best in its segment. It
gives you the confidence, that while travelling
you are safe even in case of an accident,
because of its build quality.

Prashant Gupta

Rishabh Kumar Yadav

HELLO
MG!
WELCOME TO
MG FAMILY.

We really liked MG Hector. It is a value for
money car and most importantly it is a trusted
brand globally. We are very impressed with
i-Smart features which help us stay connected
with our car.

Preeti Chauhan

HELLO
MG!
WELCOME TO
MG FAMILY.

My experience with MG Hector has been
amazing. I love driving it in hilly areas and it's
safety and driving comfort are unparalleled.

CUSTOMER STORIES

Ajay Saini

My purchase experience has been fabulous. I
love my MG Hector and its advance features.
The i-Smart app and the My MG app add to the
convenience.

Mukesh Malhotra

Going to work has become fun. Weekend
outings have become more frequent and long
drives ever so pleasant and fun filled. The
sunroof has huge clarity and my kids just love
it.

Mithun Pandey
Hector is a complete blend of features and
fascinates everyone through its human like
connected features. My entire family wanted only
the Hector.

Jagjot Singh Rajput

MG is doing a great thing by providing girl child
education, I am happy that I am contributing
towards a girl child’s education through MG. It
makes me feel proud to be an owner of MG.

Abhishek Bedwal

MG is my dream car. I have MG Hector Sharp variant
and I must say, the Hector stands out with its latest
features and attractive looks. Its ride quality,
panoramic sunroof and space inside the car, makes it
a special car.

Kaushal Kishore Suman

When I saw the MG Hector for the very first
time, I made up half my mind because of its road
presence and bold looks. When I saw its features
,then I made my decision to buy it because no
other carmaker was offering such features like
MG does in its Hector. I Love my Hector
especially it’s internet features.

Hector is a polished and premium SUV, one can
take it anywhere without any hassle.You're safer in
it than anywhere thanks to 24x7 assistance on a
call.

Kanta Widhani

Nikhil Nayyar
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The MG Hector is a premium SUV, with a
sporty look. It's a complete family car with
ample cabin and boot space. It is a safe car with
amazing driving comfort. The 24x7 helpline is
really helpful.

Nitin Bansal
The MG Hector is a complete family car with a
unique 5-year warranty which I have not seen in
other brand.

Ajay Prakash

HELLO
MG!
WELCOME TO
MG FAMILY.

We did a lot of research when MG came to India,
but none of the cars had such legroom and safety
features. Hector drew all our attention. We
booked it without even knowing the exact price
of the car.
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Diptanshu Mishra

Hector is classy, smooth to handle and has a
great suspension and break. My family and I really
cherish the drive and are eager to drive it even if
it is for a kulhad chai around the corner.

Deepak Gupta

i- Smart is what I love the most, it has improved my
driving skills due to the driving scores it shows. It
pushes me to drive well and get as close to 100%.
One incident in which app was really helpful was
when, we went for shopping. When we reached the
car, my hands were full of groceries. Suddenly I
realized my husband had the car keys. Now going all
the way back, or calling him would only waste my
time. That is when I used the iSmart app to open the
car. Such small things make great experiences.

Bhoomika Rawat

Value for money. We are overwhelmed
with this car, its beauty and features.
Features like big display screen is a thing to
flaunt.

Roopam Budhiraja

So far fantastic, brilliant with superior excellence! I am
in love.

Mohit Chadha
I am enjoying my MG. Great in comfort and
mileage. No one should ever doubt the car or
the brand, it's worth what you pay for it.

Rajveer Singh

My MG helps in boosting my mood every time I
sit in my car. Thanks to Internet Inside features.
All heads turn to catch a glimpse of my car and
this makes me a proud owner of my MG
Hector.
My experience with MG has been great so far.
Wonderful performance, best build quality and safety
features.

Rajeev Gupta

Shikha Khanna
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It’s a family SUV. It has very smooth shock
absorber. Once we kept our coffee in the case
and drove at 100 Km/hr and it didn't spill at all.
Really Awesome!
A new generation SUV. My experience with MG
Hector has been incredible. Its smooth driving,
huge space and style stand out in comparison to
the rest of the competitors.

Saroj Patra

Pravin Katiyar

We got our Hector delivered on Valentine’s
day and it was a pre anniversary gift for my wife.
Dealership made my anniversary gift possible
and pre-anniversary bash started at the
dealership itself with cutting the cake.

I love my MG! Most impressing feature is the
10.4 inch infotainment screen. It is truly a
family entertaining car and we are having an
amazing experience with Gaana app.

Aysha Parveen

Ankur Allen

Best SUV because of its premium features
and futuristic looks. Also MG is like a
community. Join and experience drives and
other engagement programs that help us
spend quality time with family and other
MG owners over weekends.

Amit Kapoor

HELLO
MG!

I never feel alone driving Hector because ‘Hello
MG' is always with me. My experience with MG
has been good and the team has made us feel very
special. When I heard of WWF program, I was
really happy that MG is supporting girl child
education.

WELCOME TO
MG FAMILY.
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Azma Gulzar

“Thanks mom and dad for my new lovely
friend. I love MG” were the words my son
said after we got Hector. My son wanted to
have Hector from the time he heard MG is
coming to India.

Manmohan Singh

Everything is perfect. I love its bold look and
features, and MG has given us best service
package too.

Anuradda Sanjay Bawa

The most amazing part about MG Hector is
the logo as it gives a wow appeal. A huge SUV
for my big family with a strong build.

Rajat Gupta
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Both the interiors, and the exterior, of the MG
Hector are remarkable. The technology used in
this car is awesome.

Pragna Parande

I along with my company partners have bought
three Hectors in one go and recommended to
many others. It is comfort at its best!

Rajesh

In this price range, MG Hector is the best SUV.
The powerful engine and internet connectivity
are great features. It has a lot of luggage space
and a panoramic sunroof, so even the rear
passengers can enjoy the view.

Sunil Juneja

Good internet technology is the best feature.
Its i-Smart technology is like having a smart
phone for the car.

Romeo Vincent Tete

It is nice exploring the world with the
MG Hector. It gives good mileage and is
very comfortable in long journeys.

Akash Kumar

It’s my wife’s love for MG that convinced me to
get Hector. She had been researching about the
car and landed on MG. Like a sales executive,
she pitched me the car.

Ajay Bhardwaj

I just bought my all new electric car, the
MG ZS EV. Have already driven it for almost
240km in one single charge. MG has also
provided superb facilities for charging as well.

Amreshwar Sati
I did a lot research before purchasing Hector.
But when I saw Hector, my search was over.
The car has great leg room and is so spacious.

Sangita Devi

The views, or opinions expressed herein are solely those of the individuals who have actually purchased MG Hector.All the images and comments have been provided by the customers voluntarily.
MG Motor India reserves the absolute right to the images content used in the book.

